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The Endtimes Are Now!
News headlines related to biblical prophecies about the end times.

Israel and the Middle East
Kushner Met Abdullah Over Peace Plan.
White House Senior Adviser Jared Kushner
has met with Jordan's King Abdullah about
the humanitarian situation in Gaza and the
Trump administration's efforts on creating
peace between Israel and the Palestinian
territories. The meeting, which also included
Special Representative for International
Negotiations Jason Greenblatt, came one
day after a tete-a-tete between the king of
the Arab nation and Israeli Prime Minister
Benjamin Netanyahu on advancing regional
peace. (Endtime.com 6/23)
Hamas Targets Israeli Civilians, Fires 45
Rockets into Israel. (jihadwatch.com 6/20)
Syrian Government Calls on Migrants to Return, Help Rebuild Country. Great idea. AP
Beirut. (jihadwatch.com 7/5)
Israel Participates in Military Drills. Israel
is participating for the first time in two largescale international exercises in Europe. IDF
paratroopers will take part in the Swift Response exercise, which will be held in Germany, Poland, Lithuania and Latvia that will
train with the 173rd Brigade of the European

Command of the U.S. Army. Thousands of
soldiers from 10 different countries will participate in the exercise. (endtime.com 6/9)
Hamas Turns Away 2 Large Truckloads of
Israeli Humanitarian Aid Meant To Relieve
Medical Shortages In Gaza Strip. The IDF
said it coordinated the transfer of eight truckloads of vital medical equipment through the
Kerem Shalom crossing due to severe humanitarian conditions in the Hamas-controlled
enclave, with hospitals struggling to treat Palestinians wounded in clashes on the IsraelGaza border on Monday and Tuesday Hamas
accepted four trucks of aid supplied by the P A
and two trucks supplied by UNICEF. But two
truckloads of medical aid provided by the IDF
were turned away when the origin of the
equipment became apparent. It might be
tougher to demonize Israel among its own
people, as well as on the world stage, while
accepting Israeli humanitarian aid.
(freedomoutpost.com 5/17)

Iranian group offers $100,000 to anyone
who blows up the new US Embassy in Jerusalem. (jihadwatch.com 5/16)

And Other Things...
Google.gov. There’s a Scary Thought.
Written by Andrew White this week in The
New Atlantis, the headline is very simple – not
to mention alarming: “Google.gov.” The subheadline: “Amid growing calls to break up
Google, are we missing a quiet alignment
between ‘smart’ government and the universal
information engine?” (wnd.com 6/29)
'‘Drag Tots!'’and '‘Super Drags'’Cartoons
Wooing Kids. Netflix and another network
have announced plans to air two new animated series about cross-dressing drag
queens to introduce, desensitize or incite children to the homosexual lifestyle.
(Onenewsnow.com 6/18)

Farmers In America Are Killing Themselves In
Record Numbers. While it’s simple to say farmers’ suicides are a result of financial hardships,
it’s not so simple for most to admit that the prob-

lem is their own government and its inability to
allow anyone the freedom to be a producer. The
professional field of farming, fishing and forestry
suicide rate is more than five times that of the
population as a whole. (wnd.com 6/29)
University Of Connecticut: Muslim Professor Made Students Praise Allah Before
Entering Office. Imagine what the outcry
would have been if a Christian professor had
required students to say “Praise Jesus” before
entering his office. But outside of a few Internet news sites, this
Islamic supremacist
professor got little
notice. (freedomoutpost.
Com 6/17)

Eye in the Sky:
Real-Time Drone

“I am come that
they might have life,
and that they might
have it more
abundantly.”
(John 10:10)

WHY ARE AMERICANS
KILLING THEMSELVES IN
RECORD NUMBERS?
The Centers for Disease Control and
Prevention (CDC) reports, “Suicide
rates are climbing in nearly every
demographic, age group and geographic area” in the United States
(Time, June 7, 2018). Between 1999 and
2016, suicide rates rose more than
40 percent . Most did not have
known diagnosed mental health
conditions, says the report. The
question is why? I have a theory.
My guess is most do not have a
close relationship with or a strong
faith in God. Rather, many have
adopted the “religion,” of humanism,
the de facto worldview. In addition,
many churches have abandoned the
basic precepts of the Bible, that God
created everything, including human
beings in His own image, and He
wants us to experience everlasting
life. (wnd.com 6/8 and twnews&prophecy 6/28)
Surveillance System Merges With AI.
This is the week that the drone surveillance state became real as footage from
those flying cameras will be automatically
analyzed by Artificial Intelligence systems
in real time. (pnw.com 6/11)
Swedes Get Chipped. Microchips have
been hugely popular in Sweden, with
some companies even holding so-called
implant parties for their employees. (endtime.
Com 6/9)

It Begins: Church Sued for Refusing to
Host LGBT Event. You feared it was
going to happen eventually in America,
and now it's begun. A Christian church is
now facing legal action because it dared to
follow the Bible, and thus refused to host
an event for LGBT activists. (wnd.com 5/28
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“The earth also was corrupt before God, and the earth was filled with
violence.” Genesis 6:11
Georgia Cop Arrested for Strangling Mentally Challenged Woman, Attempting to
Rape 12-Year-Old Niece. A Georgia cop is
being held without bail after being arrested
on horrifying charges for strangling a mentally challenged woman during sex and
attempting to rape her 12-year-old niece.

them.” (freedomoutpost.com 6/26)
One Trigger Event Away From Violence Radical Left Plotting Next Step. You might
want to start taking the radical left seri-

(freedomout-post.com 6/22)

Guard Who Ignored Parkland Shooter
Was Caught Sexually Harassing Victim
Year Before—Never Fired. (freedomoutpost.

(freedomoutpost.com 6/28)

Rep. Steve King: We Are Heading Toward a
Second Civil War. America is heading in the
direction of another Harpers Ferry. After that
comes Ft. Sumter.” He added a link to a PJ
Media story about “Occupy” protestors forcing
an ICE office to close in Portland, Oregon.
About 40 tents and 100-150 people were obstructing all entrances and exits. Portland
Mayor Ted Wheeler has refused Portland
police action against the protesters.” Columnist G.Reynolds wrote that a “’soft’ civil war is
well underway. It will get worse unless we
learn to stop hating each other.” Bloomberg
opinion writer T. Schaller, wrote “I think we’re
at the beginning of a soft civil war. .. I don’t
know if the country gets out of it whole.”
Maxine Waters, a US representative, said
they’re (those who don’t believe as she does)
not going to be able to go to a restaurant,
they’re not going to be able to stop at a gas
station, they’re not going to be able to shop at
a department store, the people are going to
turn on them, they’re going to protest, they’re
going to absolutely harass

ning. (prophecynewswatch.com 6/28)
Maryland Sanctuary City: Illegal Alien
Charged With Raping & Impregnating
13-Year-Old Special-Needs Girl.

Com 6/15)

ously. When they tell us "you ain't seen
nothin' yet" and that "this is just the beginning." they are making threats that they intend
to back up. There have been other times in
modern American history when the left has
resorted to physical intimidation and violence,
but I believe that what is coming is going to far
surpass anything that we have ever experienced before. In an article written by progressive writer H. Nolan entitled "This Is Just The
Beginning", he posed an ominous question.
“Do you think that being asked to leave a restaurant, or having your meal interrupted, or
being called out by the public is bad? My fascism-enabling friends, this is only the begin-

High Level Seattle Cop Found Guilty of
Repeatedly Raping His Own Children.
A 21-year veteran police sergeant from
the Seattle Police Department has been
convicted on numerous accounts of
rape and incest for unspeakable crimes
against his own daughters for more
than a decade. (freedomoutpost.com 6/15)
Mass Shootings in US in the First Half
of 2018. Mass shootings in this report
represents at least four killed or injured.
 January: 22 incidents: 41 killed, 87 injured.
 February: 14 incidents: 43 killed, 62
Iinjured.
 March: 17 incidents : 9 killed: 62 injured.
 April: 25 incidents: 27 killed, 98 injured.
 May: 28 incidents: 30 killed, 116 injured.
 June: 48 incidents: 37 killed, 193 injured.
Total s for the first half of 2018, 154 incidents,: 187 killed, 556 injured. Obviously
the media does not report all mass shoot-

Turkey and the EU
Turkey Election: Erdogan Declares a Win
for “Democracy” Despite Corruption,
Fraud, Arrests. Despite most opposition
candidates being banned from television, and
one candidate facing 183 years in prison for
criticizing Erdoğan’s policy on Kurdish Turkey,
Erdoğan barely secured a simple majority on
Sunday. (jihadwatch.com 6/28)
US Islamists Celebrate Erdogan's Election
Win. What authoritarians have figured out is
not to cancel elections, as old-fashioned dictators used to do, or fake them entirely, but
rather to hold the vote and control the circumstances so tightly that no one else can win.

Between the Cross and the Crescent”. Make
no mistake: Erdogan is itching for such a war.

Austria Expels 60 Foreign Imans, Closes
Mosques. Chancellor: “Parallel societies,
political Islam and radicalization have no place
in our country.” (wnd.com 6/8)
Erdogan says Austria’s Crackdown on
Jihadi Imans is “Leading Toward a War

Sweden, Islam, and the Call to Prayer.
In Sweden, Muslims have already managed to
establish 61 No-Go zones, lawless areas where
the Swedish government’s writ does not fully run.
Firemen, sanitation men, and civil servants are

(prophecynewswatch.com 6/28

(jihadwatch.com 6/10)

Trouble for EU: New Rotating President Austria Adopts Hardline Approach to Immigration. Austria is about to assume the six-month
rotating presidency of the EU on July 1. As the
new council president, Austria is adopting a
hardline approach to the Muslim migrant crisis:
Those seeking refuge in the EU would have to
submit asylum applications prior to entering the
bloc under strict new proposals put forward by
Austria. (jihadwatch.com 6/28)
Netherlands Bans Islamic Veils: “The First Step to
De-Islamize the Netherlands”. (jihadwatch.com 7/1)

now afraid to enter these Muslim zones
without police escorts, while the police
themselves do not enter. (jihadwatch.com 6/17)
EU Reportedly Ready To DITCH U.S.
Dollar In Payments For Iranian Oil.
(freedomoutpost.com 5/16)

A Mini Nato? The decision of nine EU
states to form a rapid intervention force
looks like a redundant attempt to build a
mini-NATO. The European Intervention
Force (EIF) is for the most part a bloc
of Western European countries that have
come to represent so-called "Old Europe",
with the exception of Estonia. From the
looks of it, the EIF is intended to be an EUled mini-NATO that's much more relevant
for Western Europe's needs than the
Transatlantic bloc as a whole. (endtime.com
7/6) (Could this be the infancy of the tenhorned kingdom, the seat of Anti-Christ?)
(See Daniel 7 and Revelation 13 :1 and 17:3)

